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Coupled deformation-diffusion effects in the
mechanics of faulting and failure of geomaterials

JW Rudnicki
Department of Civil Engineering, Northwestern University, 2145 Sheridan Rd, Evanston
IL 60208-3109; jwrudn@northwestern.edu

This review article discusses the applications of poroelasticity to the mechanics of faulting and
failure in geomaterials. Values of material parameters inferred from laboratory and field stud-
ies are summarized. Attention is focused on solutions for shear dislocations and shear cracks.
A common feature is that undrained response, invoked by rapid slip or deformation, is stiffer
than drained response, which occurs for slower slip or deformation. The time and spatial
variation of the stress and pore pressure is different for slip on permeable and impermeable
planes. These solutions are applied to interpretation of water well level changes due to slip,
earthquake precursory processes, and stabilization of spreading slip zones. Inclusion models
for reservoirs, aquifers, and other inhomogeneities are formulated and the results are applied
to stress and strain changes caused by fluid mass injection or withdrawal. This article has 120
references.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1410935#

1 INTRODUCTION

The shallow parts of the earth’s crust are mostly infiltrated
by fluids and the coupling of fluid flow with deformation of
the crust alters the response. In particular, this coupling in-
troduces a dependence on time into the response, in addition
to any time-dependence of the solid matrix itself. Deep drill
holes have encountered significant quantities of fluid at sur-
prisingly large depths, nearly 10 km@1,2#, and geochemical
analysis of fluids associated with the faults in California@3#
suggest that the fluids originated from the mantle. Conse-
quently, this coupling may be a significant effect not only at
shallow depths but throughout the crust.

Coupling of fluid flow with deformation has been associ-
ated with a large variety of geomechanical and geophysical
problems@4#. Roeloffs@5# has reviewed observations of hy-
drologic precursors to earthquakes, Roeloffs@6# has summa-
rized poroelastic methods in the study of earthquake related
phenomena, and a special section of theJournal of Geophys-
ical Research@7# has been devoted to the mechanical in-
volvement of fluids in faulting. Phenomena in which cou-
pling between deformation and diffusion has played a
significant role include response of water wells to earth tides
and fault slip, earthquake initiation, precursors, and after-
shocks, geyser periodicity@8#, fault creep~aseismic slip!,
seismicity induced by reservoir loading and fluid injection or
extraction, earthquake swarms@9#, and triggering of earth-
quakes and landslides by dike intrusion@10,11#. Recently,
there have been suggestions that the build-up and release of
pore pressure may mediate the occurrence of some earth-

quakes@12,13# and Zhaoet al @14# have used seismic tech
niques to infer the presence of pressurized fluids at the
pocenter of the Kobe earthquake. Synthetic aperture ra
~SAR! has made possible full field observations of crus
deformation on a time scale of fluid diffusion. For examp
Peltzer et al @15# attribute observations of postseismic r
bound by SAR near the Landers, California, earthquake
pore fluid flow. In addition, changes in magnetic field, res
tivity, and chemistry near faults@16# may be associated with
fluid flow.

The coupling of deformation of diffusion with deforma
tion is also a significant aspect of technological proble
involving the injection or extraction of fluids from the crus
Typical examples are hydraulic fracturing and the respo
of pressurized boreholes but also a variety of other proble
associated with the production and storage of hydrocarb
disposal of waste products, both radioactive and chemica
wells, and managment of aquifer pumping for irrigation.
novel application, prompted by concerns about the adve
effects of anthropogenic carbon dioxide emissions on
mate, is the sequestration of CO2 in depleted or inactive oil
and gas reservoirs or deep saline aquifers. Although injec
of CO2 is often used to enhance hydrocarbon production,
efficient and safe injection of large volumes for sequestrat
of periods on the order of 100 years requires a better un
standing@17# of not only mechanical, but also chemical in
teraction of flow on porosity, permeability, and existing fra
tures and faults.

The assumptions of linear poroelasticity, namely line
elastic behavior of the matrix and constant, though poss
ASME Reprint No AMR315 $18.00
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non-uniform, permeability, may be appropriate only within
limited range of conditions. Often, inelastic volume chang
occur, possibly associated with inelastic shear deformat
and changes in mean stress can cause significant altera
in permeability, especially if the fluid flow is primarily
through long, thin fractures. In spite of these limitations, l
ear poroelasticity is a valuable framework for assessing
effects of coupling between deformation and diffusion, int
preting field and laboratory data, and making predictions
in situ behavior. Certainly, when coupling is thought to
important, linear poroelasticity is a significant improveme
over formulations that neglect coupling altogether and eit
treat deformation as independent of flow or consider fl
through a non-deforming matrix. Furthermore, the diffic
ties of getting reliable propertiesin situ and their spatial
variation often make consideration of more elaborate mod
unwarranted.

This paper reviews the effects of coupling between de
mation and pore fluid diffusion on geomechanical proces
from the point of view of some relatively simple solution
Attention is focused primarily on linear poroelasticity, b
some inelastic effects are also discussed.

2 FORMULATION

2.1 Constitutive relations

The equations of linear poroelasticity were first formulat
in generality by@18#. A recent thorough discussion of the
has been given by@19#. Coussy@20# develops the linear
theory within a more general framework of the mechanics
porous continua and Wang@21# discusses in detail the rela
tion of Biot theory to a traditional hydrological approac
Although essentially the same in substance as Biot’s tr
ment, the formulation of@22# emphasized the structure of th
equations revealed by considering two limits: drained
sponse~no alteration in pore fluid pressure!, which is at-
tained for deformations that are slow relative to the tim
scale of fluid mass diffusion, and undrained response~no
alteration in fluid mass content!, which is attained for defor-
mations that are rapid~though quasi-static! relative to the
time scale of fluid mass diffusion.

The equations of poroelasticity can also be develo
from the point-of-view of mixture theory@23# but this ap-
proach requires knowledge or assumption about the mic
cale behavior of the constituents and appears to have
advantage when the solid constituent has a definite struc
In this case, the boundary of an element of porous mate
coincides with points of the solid skeleton and the displa
ment of these points defines the average strain of the
ment. Hence, it is natural to consider strains of the so
skeleton rather than strains of the individual solid and fl
constituents. Similarly, there is no need to decomp
stresses into separate solid and fluid stresses. Rather
equations can be formulated in terms of the total stress,
rived from the force per unit area of porous material, and
pore pressure. As emphasized by@20#, strains of the solid
a
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skeleton, total stresses and pore pressure are amenab
macroscopic determination whereas constitutent strains
stresses are not.

An element of porous solid, defined by points of the so
skeleton is depicted schematically in Fig. 1. The elemen
assumed to be large enough to be representative of the
terial but small enough so that the deformation is adequa
approximated as homogeneous. Average strains of the s
skeleton« i j are defined by displacements of points of th
boundary. Average total stressess i j are defined so that the
force per unit area of the boundary of the porous solid
nis i j where theni are the components of the local unit no
mal. The element is imagined to be connected to a reser
of homogeneous pore fluid with densityr f . The pore pres-
surep is defined as that pressure that must be applied to
reservoir to prevent any fluid mass exchange between
reservoir and element of porous solid. If the volume of t
porous element isV0 in the reference state, the mass of flu
contained in the porous element ismV0 .

For isothermal deformation, the change in Helmholtz p
tential of the entire system, comprising both the element
porous solid and the reservoir, is equal to the reversible w
of the total stresses on the strains of the solid skeleton
that associated with any exchange of fluid mass between
reservoir and the porous element. This change is given b

dc5s i j d« i j 1mdm, (1)

wherec is the Helmholtz energy per unit reference volum
of porous solid andm, the chemical potential or Gibb’s func
tion per unit mass of the fluid phase, is given by@24,25#

m5E
p0

p dp8

r f~p8!
(2)

The indicies (i , j ) range over~1,2,3! and a repeated index
denotes summation. The Helmholtz energy in~1! is a func-
tion of strains and fluid mass content. The stress and p
pressure can be used as independent variables by perfor
a Legendre transformation and introducing the potentialc8
5c2s i j « i j 2mm. Changes inc8 are given by

dc852« i j ds i j 2vdp (3)

where, following the nomenclature of@22#, the apparent fluid
volume fraction isv5m/r f . The initial ~reference! void vol-

Fig. 1 Schematic illustration of an element of porous mater
connected to an imagined reservoir of homogeneous pore fluid
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ume fractionv0 is equal to the initial porosity accessible
fluid, f0 . But becausev is defined as the apparent vo
volume fractionper unit reference volume, v2v0 is not iden-
tical to the first order change in porosityf2f0 . ~My own
appreciation of this owes much to unpublished notes of D
McTigue from 1985.! Thus,v5Jf, whereJ is the Jacobian
of the deformation from the reference to current state
equal to the ratio of the current volume to reference volum
The linearized change in porosity is related tov2v0 by

v2v05f2f01f0«kk , (4)

whereJ'11«kk and«kk is the linearized volume strain.
The form ~3! suggests that constitutive relations for« i j

andv be written in terms ofs i j , p. Furthermore, sincec8 is
a potential, the requirement that the mixed second pa
derivative with respect tos i j and p can be taken in eithe
order yields the Maxwell relation

]« i j

]p
5

]v
]s i j

. (5)

In the limit of drained deformation, fluid mass exchan
equilibrates any alteration in pore pressure. Conseque
the strain of the solid matrix« i j is given in terms of the tota
stresss i j by the usual relation of linear~isotropic! elasticity

« i j 5
1

2G
s i j 2S 1

2G
2

1

3K D skk

3
d i j , (6)

where G is the shear modulus andK is the drained bulk
modulus of porous material. The Kronecker delta,d i j , is
equal to unity ifi 5 j and to zero, otherwise. In general, th
pore pressure is not constant and a term linear inp must be
appended to Eq.~6!:

« i j 5
1

2G
s i j 2S 1

2G
2

1

3K D skk

3
d i j 1S 1

3K
2

1

3Ks8
D pd i j .

(7)

The notation is that of@22#, who write (1/K21/Ks8) for 1/H
used by @18#. Alternatively, Eq. ~7! can be rearranged a
follows:

s i j 52G« i j 1~K22G/3!d i j «kk2zpd i j , (8)

where z, often denoted by the symbola ~eg, @19#!, is 1
2K/Ks8 . Recognizing that replacings i j in Eq. ~6! by s i j

1zpd i j yields Eq.~7! identifies this combination as the form
of the effective stressappropriate for elastic strain@22,26#.

Similarly, the alteration of the apparent volume fractionv
from a reference valuev0 depends linearly and isotropicall
on the stress and the pore fluid pressure. The condition~5!
requires that the coefficient ofs i j in this relation be the sam
as the coefficient ofp in Eq. ~7!. The coefficient ofp is
expressed in terms of an additional modulusKs9 :

v2v05
z

K S skk

3
1pD2

v0

Ks9
p (9)

where, again as noted by@22#, v0 /Ks9 is related to Biot’sR
andH by v0 /Ks951/H21/R.
o
d

ve

nd
e.

tial

e
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e

s

The particular arrangement of the coefficients in Eqs.~7!
and~9! and the meaning of the two moduliKs8 andKs9 can be
clarified by examining the strain due to the special load
s i j 52sd i j andp5s @26,27#. For this loading, Eqs.~7! and
~9! give

«kk52s/Ks8 (10a)

v2v052v0s/Ks9 (10b)

Rice and Cleary@22# note that if the void space is continuou
and accessible to fluid, the solid phase is homogeneous
isotropic with bulk modulusKs , and both the solid and fluid
phases are chemically inert, this loading produces local
tropic compression of the solid phase. Thus,Ks8 andKs9 can
be identified withKs . More generally, however,Ks8 andKs9
must be regarded as phenomenological coefficients
could be determined via the procedures described by@28# for
determiningR andH.

The linearized change in fluid mass content per unit r
erence volume,m5r fv, is

m2m05r f
0~v2v0!1v0~r f2r f

0! (11)

The linearized change in density of the pore fluid, from
reference valuer f

0 , is

r f2r f
05r f

0p/K f (12)

whereK f is the bulk modulus of the pore fluid. Substitutin
~9! and ~12! into ~11! yields

m2m05r0v0S 1

K f
2

1

Ks9
D p1

zr0

K S skk

3
1pD (13)

where, in this equation and henceforth,r0 has been written
for r f

0 . For undrained deformation,m5m0 and the relation
between the pressure and the mean normal stress is obt
from Eq. ~13!:

p52Bskk/3 (14)

The constantB, Skempton’s coefficient, is given in terms o
the various bulk moduli as

B5
z

z1v0K~1/K f21/Ks9!
(15)

After substituting~14! into ~7!, this equation can be rear
ranged in the form of~6! with Ku , the bulk modulus for
undrained deformation, replacingK:

Ku5K/~12zB! (16)

The shear modulusG is the same for both drained and un
rained deformation~since pure shear tends to induce no n
fluid mass flux from an element!. The change in fluid mass
content~13! can be rewritten in the following more compa
forms usingKu :

m2m05zr0@ekk1zp/~Ku2K !# (17)

m2m05
zr0

K Fskk

3
1

Ku

Ku2K
zpG (18)
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Expressions for the drained and undrained Poisson’s
tios can be obtained from the corresponding bulk moduli
means of the usual elasticity relation

n5
3K22G

2~3K1G!
(19)

Using Eq. ~19! with Ku yields an expression fornu , the
Poisson’s ratio for undrained response:

nu5
n1Bz~122n!/3

12Bz~122n!/3
(20)

Skempton’s coefficientB satisfies 0<B<1 and the un-
drained Poisson’s rationu satisfies n<nu<1/2. In both
cases, the upper limit is attained for separately incompr
ible solid and fluid constituents~typically, a good approxi-
mation for soils! and the lower for a very compressible po
fluid.

The constitutive formulation is completed by Darcy’s la
In the absence of fluid mass body forces, Darcy’s law sta
that the fluid mass flow in thei th direction per unit area
of porous solid,qi , is proportional to the gradient in por
pressure:

qi52r0k]p/]xi (21)

Because the coefficientk depends on both the fluid viscosit
and the geometry of the fluid pathways, it is often expres
ask/x, wherex is the fluid viscosity andk is a permeability
with dimensions of length squared. Values ofk are often
given in darcies (1 darcy51028 cm2). Alternatively, k can
be expressed ask̄/r0g whereg is the acceleration of gravity
and k̄ has the dimensions of velocity. This form is partic
larly convenient for gravity flows in which casek̄ has the
interpretation of the volume flow rate per unit area due t
pressure gradientr0g.

2.2 Field equations

The relevant field equations are the usual ones of solid
chanics, equilibrium, and strain displacement, and, in ad
tion, conservation of fluid mass. Equilibrium is expressed

s i j ,i1F j~x,t !50, (22)

where F j is the body force per unit volume and (. . . ),i

denotes]( . . . )/]xi . The infinitesimal strain is related to th
displacement gradient by

e i j 5~ui , j1uj ,i !/2. (23)

Conservation of fluid mass is

qk,k1]m/]t5Q~x,t ! (24)

whereQ is a fluid mass source.
Substitution of~23! into ~8! and the result into~22! yields

~K1G/3!e, j1Guj ,i i 1F j2zp, j50 (25)

where e5«kk5ui ,i is the dilatation. As recognized b
Geertsma@29#, gradients in pore pressure act as a distribut
of body forces. Consequently, if the distribution of pore pr
sure is known, the displacements and stresses can be d
mined by superposition of the solution of~25! for a Dirac
ra-
by
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singular distribution of body force~point force!. Because it is
the gradient of the pore pressure that acts as a body for
the result can be reduced to the superposition of a distr
tion of centers of dilatation@29#. Geertsma@29,30# deter-
mined the surface displacement due to a uniform reduc
of pressure in a tabular~flat, axisymmetric! zone and used
the results to analyze observed subsidence over compa
reservoirs. Segall@31,32# has used the same approach to d
termine the stress changes outside a reservoir caused by
sure reductions. Segallet al @33# show that the predicted
stress changes are consistent with observed seismicity
the Lacq gas field in southwestern France.

Substituting Darcy’s law~21! into ~24! gives

2r0kp,kk1]m/]t5Q~x,t ! (26)

where it has been assumed that the permeability is unifo
Equation~17! and the divergence of Eq.~25! can be used to
eliminatep from Eq. ~26!. The result is

cm,kk2]m/]t5Q~x,t !2
r0k~Ku2K !

z~Ku14G/3!
Fk,k (27)

where the diffusivityc is

c5k
~Ku2K !~K14G/3!

z2~Ku14G/3!
(28)

@34#. Rice and Cleary@22# give another useful expression fo
c in terms ofG and the Poisson’s ratiosn andnu :

c5kF2G~12n!

~122n! GFB2~11nu!2~122n!

9~12nu!~nu2n! G . (29)

They remark that the second bracket is unity for incompre
ible constituents (B51, nu51/2) and the first bracket is th
elastic modulus for uniaxial strain. Other equivalent expr
sions for the diffusivity have been given by@35,36#. As ob-
served by@37#, the divergence of body force field in Eq.~27!,
equivalent to a distribution of centers of dilatation, contri
utes a source term to the equation for diffusion of fluid ma
Alternatively, Eq.~17! can be used to eliminatep from ~25!
in favor of m:

~Ku1G/3!e, j1Guj ,i i 1F j2
~Ku2K !

zr0
m, j50. (30)

Segall@38# has used the solution of the one-dimension
version of Eq.~27! without body forces and with a sourc
term to model fluid extraction at a constant rate from a t
producing layer. He substitutes the solution form into ~30!
~again without body forces! and uses a Green’s function ap
proach to solve for the stress and pore pressure changes
surface displacements in a plane strain half-space due to
mass extraction. The results are used to analyze the effec
fluid mass extraction in the epicentral region of the 19
Coalinga earthquake. Although Segall@38# concludes that
the calculated stress and pore pressure changes do not
port the hypothesis that the Coalinga earthquake was indu
by fluid extraction, he does suggest@31# that, in general, fluid
extraction can trigger earthquakes even though the pore p
sure in the reservoir is decreasing.
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2.3 Plane strain

Two-dimensional solutions can provide a reasonable ide
zation of a variety of geomechanical problems. An import
simplifying feature of the plane strain formulation, noted
@22#, is that the governing equations can be expressed
tirely in terms of the stress and pore pressure. For pl
strain deformation in thexy plane, the compatibility equa
tion, in the absence of body forces, can be expressed as

¹2~sxx1syy12hp!50 (31)

and the fluid mass diffusion equation, without source ter
becomes

~c¹22]/]t !@sxx1syy1~2h/m!p#50 (32)

where¹2( . . . ) is thetwo-dimensional Laplace operator an
the material constants enter only in the combinations

h53~nu2n!/2B~11nu!~12n! (33)

m5~nu2n!/~12n! (34)

If the boundary conditions can be expressed in terms of
stress and pore pressure, then~31! and ~32! and two of the
three equilibrium equations~22! suffice to determine the
pore pressure and the three in-plane stress components

3 VALUES OF MATERIAL PARAMETERS

The constitutive relations for an isotropic, linear poroelas
material introduce two parameters in addition to the us
ones of linear elasticity. These may be taken asnu andB, or
z andKu . In the special cases that the bulk moduliKs8 and
Ks9 can be identified with the bulk modulus of the solid co
stituentsKs , then these additional constants can be cal
lated from measurements of the drained shear and
moduli, G and K, the porosityv0 , and the bulk moduli of
the solid and fluid constituentsKs andK f . In general, how-
ever, the additional parameters must be measured. Detou
and Cheng@19# and Wang@21# discuss the standard tests f
obtaining them.

Table 1 tabulates values ofn, nu , and B for the rocks
listed by @22# and values for a Boise sandstone inferr
by @39# from data of @40–42#. Also listed is the ratio
(12n)/(12nu), which appears prominently in many plan
strain solutions. Its excess over unity is a measure of
magnitude of difference between drained and undrained
sponse. The final column lists the values of the second qu
tity in square brackets in~29!. Recall that this is unity for
incompressible constituents. The last two rows list valu
adopted by@43# as representative of rock and gouge.

Roeloffs @44# discusses measurements ofB for several
rock types by@45,46#. Both find thatB decreases with in-
creasing effective compressive stress, by as much as 4
60% at 10 MPa effective compressive stress. Mesriet al @45#
also found that estimates ofB from ~15!, with Ks85Ks9
5Ks , decreased with effective compressive stress but w
larger than measured values. In contrast, Green and W
@46# find that the estimates agreed well with their measu
ments. To estimate the effects of increasing effective st
on nu andB, Roeloffs@5# calculates these values using Eq
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~20! and ~15!, with Ks85Ks95Ks , and compressibility mea
surements of@47# on Westerly granite and Stone Mounta
granite. For the Westerly granite, she finds thatB decreases
from 0.55 to 0.23 as the effective stress increases from
MPa to 200 MPa whilenu remains essentially unchange
For the Stone Mountain granite,B decreases from 0.99 to
0.38 andnu decreases from 0.458 to 0.252 as the effect
stress increases from zero to 200 MPa.

A difficulty in applying these values to field situations
that fractures that are too long to be incorporated into la
ratory specimens dominate the responsein situ. Rice and
Rudnicki @48# note that large, partially opened joints or fra
tures tend to substantially reduce the drained bulk modu
but have little effect on the undrained bulk modulus if th
are saturated with liquid water. Consequently, such fractu
tend to increase the value ofnu relative ton. Since neithern
nor nu corresponds directly to values inferred from seism
wave speed ratios@22,49#, there appears to be no way o
measuring field values directly, although they might be
ferred indirectly, for example, from resistivity measuremen
Roeloffs @6# does, however, cite an estimate ofB of 0.52 to
0.58 inferred for sandstones of the Nubian formation
Beavanet al @50# from a combination of laboratory mea
surements on core samples and studies of well level t
admittance.

Another approach is based on theoretical estimates of
properties of cracked elastic solids. Rice and Rudnicki@48#
tabulate values ofnu andn derived from self consistent cal
culations of@51#. The calculations are forN penny-shaped
cracks of radiusr per unit volume, so thate5Nr3 is a crack
density. From reported wave speed ratios prior to the 1
San Fernando earthquake, O’Connell and Budiansky@51# in-
fer values ofe in the range of 0.1 to 0.4. For the lower valu
n is reduced to 0.21 from the uncracked value of 0.25 a
nu50.28, which gives 1.1 for (12n)/(12nu), the ratio
listed in the last column of Table 1. Fore50.4, n is reduced
to 0.08 andnu increases to 0.41 yielding 1.56 for the sam
ratio.

Values of the diffusivityc ~28! control the time scale of
fluid mass flow. Again, because long fractures and joi
serve as conduits for fluid flow,in situ values of the diffu-
sivity are typically much larger than those measured in
laboratory. Roeloffs@6# schematically summarizes value
from both laboratory and field data ranging from nearly 15

to 10211 m2/s. For water as pore fluid,n50.2 andG530
GPa, values representative of crustal rock, and the sec

Table 1. Values of material parameters

Rock Type n nu B
~12n!

~12nu!

B2~11nu!
2~122n!

9~12nu!~nu2n!

Tennessee Marble 0.25 0.27 0.51 1.03 1.60
Westerly Granite 0.25 0.34 0.85 1.14 1.21
Charcoal Granite 0.27 0.30 0.55 1.04 1.24
Ruhr Sandstone 0.12 0.31 0.88 1.28 0.86
Berea Sandstone 0.20 0.33 0.62 1.19 0.52
Weber Sandstone 0.15 0.29 0.73 1.20 0.69
Boise Sandstone 0.20 0.34 0.51 1.25 0.34
rock 0.2 0.3 0.8 1.14 1.03
gouge 0.2 0.4 0.9 1.33 0.88
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bracket in Eq.~29! equal to unity, a diffusivity of 1 m/s2

corresponds to k51.2531022 darcy and k̄51.25
3102 m/s. The values ofk and k̄ are reduced by a facto
of 10 if G53.0 GPa, listed as representative of gouge
Table 1.

Laboratory values of the diffusivity for the rocks tab
lated by @22# are about 1022 to 1024 m2/s except for the
Berea sandstone for whichc51.6 m2/s. Anderson and Whit-
comb @52# suggest a value of 1.0 m2/s as consistent with a
variety of earthquake related field phenomena and Rice
Simons@53# argue that this value is consistent with plausib
permeabilities and flow rates in fissured rock. Kovachet al
@54# infer values of 0.01 to 0.1 m2/s from the response of
well-aquifer system near the San Andreas fault but Roel
and Rudnicki@43# suggest that somewhat higher values 1
m2/s are also consistent with their data. From observation
seismicity induced by fluid injection near the Clarendo
Linden fault system in western New York, Fletcher a
Sykes@55# estimate diffusivities of 0.5 to 30 m2/s and Li@56#
finds a lower value of 0.1 m2/s. Li @56# also estimates value
of 1.0 to 10.0 m2/s from seismicity following injection at
Matsushiro, Japan. Talwani and Acree@57# estimate 5.0 m2/s
from the rate at which the area of seismicity associated w
several reservoirs increased but Roeloffs@6# notes that their
approach gives an upper bound. Roeloffs@44# infers diffu-
sivities in the range of 0.01 to 0.26 m2/s and a lower bound
of 0.64 m2/s from analyses of induced seismicity near La
Mead, Nevada, and Nurek reservoir, respectively.

A further complication in diffusivity estimates is that th
vertical and horizontal values may be significantly differe
From data of@58# for a well near the Garlock Fault in Cali
fornia, Rudnicki and Hsu@59# calculate a horizontal diffusiv-
ity of 9.3 m2/s or a value five times larger depending
whether the smaller or larger value of the storage coeffic
is used. Lippincottet al @58# suggest, however, that th
vertical diffusivity is four times larger. By analyzing wate
level changes due to creep on the San Andreas fault
Parkfield, California, Rudnickiet al @60# find values for the
horizontal diffusivity of 0.15 m2/s or 0.06 m2/s depending on
whether the fault is modeled as impermeable or permea
Analyzing other data from a shallower portion of the sa
well, Roeloffs et al @61# infer vertical diffusivities of 0.03
to 0.04 m2/s.

In summary, values of diffusivity in the field can var
enormously depending on the location and lithology. T
range 0.1 to 1.0 m2/s does seem representative of conditio
near many faults, but values an order of magnitude sma
or larger are not unusual. For the assumptions cited earlie
discussingc ~water as pore fluid,n50.2 andG530 GPa,
and incompressible solid and fluid constituents, correspo
ing to B51 and nu51/2), this corresponds tok equal to
1.25 to 12.5 md andk̄ equal to 0.125 to 1.25 cm/s.

Peltzeret al @15# explain observations by SAR of time
dependent strain of the crust following the 1992 Lande
California, earthquake by a relaxation from undrained
drained response over a period of about 273 days. The m
nitude of the deformation is consistent with a difference
0.03 between the undrained and drained values of Poiss
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ratio. Since the extent of the deforming region is about 3 k
this length squared divided by the time period gives a dif
sivity of 0.38 m2/s, in the middle of the range inferred abov
near faults.

4 PLANE STRAIN DISLOCATIONS

The dislocation solutions provide elemental models of sh
and opening displacement discontinuities and, hence, are
evant to problems of shear fracture and slippage and ten
fracture in porous media. Superposition of these solutions
time and space can be used to yield more elaborate and
alistic slip distributions. Furthermore, the solutions can se
as the basis for numerical formulations of problems w
shear or opening discontinuities~eg, @62–64#!.

4.1 Instantaneous solutions

The basic shear dislocation~gliding edge! corresponds to
instantaneous imposition of a uniform discontinuity in th
x-direction displacement along the entire negativex-axis:

ux~x,y501!2ux~x,y502!5bxH~2x!H~ t ! (35)

The magnitude of the discontinuity isbx , H( . . . ) denotes
the unit ~Heaviside! step function and the superscripts~1!
and~2! denote limits asy50 is approached throughy.0 or
y,0. Figure 2 is a schematic illustration of the geomet
The opening~climbing edge! dislocation corresponds to a
discontinuity in they-direction displacement of magnitud
by imposed along the negativex axis. The pore pressure
change due to sudden imposition of a shear dislocation
first given by@65#. Booker@66# derived the full solution for
incompressible constituents and Rice and Cleary@22# give
the stress and pore pressure solutions for both shear
opening dislocations in poroelastic materials with compre
ible constituents.

The pore pressure change induced by an instantane
shear dislocation is

p~x,y,t !5Gbx

m

2ph~12nu!

y

r 2 @12e2r 2/4ct#, (36)

Fig. 2 Shear dislocation corresponding to a discontinuitybx in ux

on y50, x,0; Planey50 may be permeable (p50) or imperme-
able (]p/]y50)
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wherer 5(x21y2)1/2. The term outside the square bracket
the undrained solution, obtained in the limitt→01, and the
pore pressure decays to zero ast→`. Contours of the pore
pressure at a fixed timetÞ0 in the half-planey>0 are
shown in Fig. 3 in the nondimensional form

PS x

A4ct
,

y

A4ct
D 5

2p~12nu!h

mG

A4ct

bx
p~x,y,t !. (37)

The shear stress change on the slip plane (y50) is

sxy~x,0,t !5
Gbx

2p~12nu! H 12mFp F4ct

x2 G J (38)

where

Fp~T!5T@12exp~21/T!#. (39)
e-
lts.

on-
s-
ud-
r a
res-
isAs in Eq. ~36!, the first term is the undrained response a
Fp→0 asT→0. For long times,Fp approaches unity and th
bracket$ . . . % in ~38! becomes 12m5(12nu)/(12n). As
noted earlier, this ratio is a measure of the magnitude
porous media effects. The decay in time ofsxy(x,0,t) ~at a
fixed x) from the undrained value to the drained value
given by the functionFp which is plotted in Fig. 4.

As is evident from the expression~36!, the pore pressure
vanishes ony50. This feature is a consequence of the an
symmetry and continuity of the pore pressure abouty50.
The derivative of the pore pressure in they direction does
not, however, vanish ony50 and is plotted in nondimen
sional form in Fig. 5. From Darcy’s law~21!, this implies
that fluid mass flows across the slip plane. Many faults in
Earth’s crust are thought to be barriers to fluid flow acro
the fault plane because of the presence of clay parti
@67,68#, the fabric that has developed from past shearing
the absence of fractures traversing the fault plane.~Faults
may, however, be conduits for flow along the fault!. Conse-
quently, the solution for a shear dislocation on an imperm
able plane may be more appropriate for application to fau
If the planey50 is impermeable then

]p/]y50 (40)

there, but the pore pressure is no longer required to be c
tinuous. The condition~40! and a discontinuous pore pre
sure idealize a thin shear zone of impermeable material. R
nicki @69# derived the stress and pore pressure fields fo
shear dislocation on an impermeable plane. The pore p
sure change is

p~x,y,t !52
Gbxm

2ph~12nu!
ImH 12m

W~x,y,t !

j J , (41)

wherej5x1iy, i5A21, Im$ . . . % denotes the imaginary
part of $ . . . %, and
Fig. 3 Contours of pore pressure in the nondimensional form~37!
induced by a shear dislocation on permeable~solid! and imperme-
able~dashed! plane; contours are for a fixed time not equal to ze
a
n

ro

dis-

Fig. 5 Pore pressure gradient~proportional to negative of fluid
mass flux! on y50 in the y direction for a shear dislocation on
permeable plane and inx direction for a shear dislocation on a
impermeable plane
Fig. 4 Time variation of the shear stress induced by a shear
location on a permeable and impermeable plane
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W~x,y,t !5erfcH y

A4ct
J 1expF2r 2

4ct GerfH ix

A4ct
J . (42)

Alternatively, the second term of Eq.~42! can be expresse
in terms of Dawson’s integral@70#

D~x!5exp~2x2!E
0

x

exp~ t2!dt (43)

as

W~x,y,t !5erfcH y

A4ct
J 1

2i

Ap
expF2y2

4ct GDH x

A4ct
J . (44)

The expression~41! gives the pressure fory>0; for y<0,
the pore pressure is equal in magnitude and opposite in s
The maximum pore pressure change is ony50 for the im-
permeable plane but diffuses away fromy50 with time for
the permeable plane. Contours of the pore pressure~at a
fixed time not equal to zero! are shown in Fig. 3 in the sam
nondimensional form as in~37!. The contours coincide with
those for the shear dislocation on a permeable fault a
from y50, but intersecty50 at right angles, as required b
the condition~40!. The pore pressure induced ony501 is
plotted in Fig. 6; the pore pressure on the negative side
y50 is equal in magnitude and opposite in sign. Althou
the boundary condition~40! requires that]p/]y50 on y
50, ]p/]xÞ0 there and is plotted in nondimensional for
in Fig. 5. Thus, there is fluid mass flow along the fault pla
in response to the induced variation of pressure.

The shear stress on the dislocation plane has the s
form as~38! but the function expressing the time dependen
is given by
Fi~T!52e21/T2T~12e21/T! (45)

oca-
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The function Fi has the same limits as Eq.~39!. But, in
contrast to the solution for the permeable plane, the sh
stress does not decay monotonically with time from t
larger undrained value to the drained value. Instead,
shear stress first rises from the initial undrained value ab
an additional 20% of the difference between the undrain
and drained values at 4ct/x2'0.3 and then decays to th
drained value~Fig. 4!. Rudnicki@69,71# give various plots of
the pore pressure, pore pressure gradients ony50, and the
shear stress.

Rice and Cleary@22# also give the solution for an openin
dislocation. In this case, symmetry of the problem and c
tinuity of the pore pressure and its gradient require~40! on
y50. The pore pressure induced ony50 is plotted in Fig. 6.
Rudnicki @71# derives the full stress field for an openin
dislocation on a permeable plane, idealizing a narrow reg
in which the permeability in thex-direction is so large tha
any pore pressure alterations are rapidly equilibrated.
this solutionp50 is enforced ony50, but]p/]y is discon-
tinuous and non-zero ony50. Consequently, there is a ne
flux of fluid mass to this plane. Surprisingly, the time depe
dences of the normal traction (syy) for opening dislocations
on impermeable and permeable planes are also given by~45!
and ~39!, respectively.

4.2 Steadily moving solutions

Solutions for steadily moving dislocations can, in princip
be obtained by integration of the instantaneous solutions,
are more easily established by direct solution of the gove
ing equations. Rudnicki and Roeloffs@72# use Fourier trans-
form methods to give the complete stress and pore pres
fields for shear dislocations moving steadily on permea
and impermeable planes. The pore pressure induced by
dislocation on the permeable plane is

p5
m

h

Gbx

4p~12nu! H 12
Vr

2c
e2Vx/2cK1S Vr

2cD J (46)

and on the impermeable plane is

p56
m

h

Gbx

4p~12nu!

V

c
e2Vx/2cE

2cosu

1 11ucosu

A12u2
e2 Vr/2c udu

(47)

where V is the speed,x is now measured from an origin
moving with the dislocation,u5arctan(y/x), K1(s) is the
modified Bessel function of order one@70#, and the upper
and lower signs apply fory.0 andy,0, respectively. The
expression~47! vanishes identically fory50, x,0 and is
discontinuous atx50. Thus, bothp and]p/]y vanish ony
50 for x,0. The behavior asr→0 is

p5
m

h

Gbx

4p~12nu!

V

c H p2u1
1

2
sin~2u!J (48)

An interesting feature of~46!, noted by@43# is that the pore
pressure change reverses sign in a wake trailing the disl
tion. This reversal does not occur for the impermeable pla

Figure 7 shows the pore pressure~in nondimensional
form, 4pp(12nu)h/Gm(Vbx /c)) as a function of the non-
dimensional timeV2t/c induced by dislocations moving

o-

n
e in
Fig. 6 Pore pressure~in nondimensional form! induced on an im-
permeable planey50 by a shear dislocation and an opening dis
cation. The pore pressure is continuous acrossy50 for the opening
dislocation but discontinous for the shear dislocation. Values oy
502 for the shear dislocation are equal magnitude and opposit
sign to those shown.
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steadily on a permeable~dashed! and an impermeable~solid!
plane. Results are shown for two nondimensional distan
Vy/2c from the fault plane, 0.1 and 1.0 andt50 is the time
at which the dislocation is closest to the observation po
For V51 km/day andc51 m2/s, 2c/V5172.8 m andc/V2

52.07 hours. Figures 8 and 9 show contours of the non
mensional pore pressure~in nondimensional coordinate
moving with the dislocation! for dislocations moving
steadily on a permeable~Fig. 8! and an impermeable~Fig. 9!.

The shear stress induced ony50 by the shear dislocation
can be written in the form

s~x,y50!5
Gbx

2p~12nu!
$12mg~Vx/c!%, (49)

where the term on the right hand side outside the bracke
the usual elasticity solution with the undrained Poisson’s
tio. The functiong(Vx/c)50 for large values of its argu
ment and is unity when its argument is zero. Thus, the
on-
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pression for the shear stress varies between the undra
and drained elasticity solutions. For the shear dislocation
a permeable plane Cleary@62# obtained an expression fo
g(Vx/c) in integral form and evaluated it numerically an
Simons@73# gave the following analytic expression in term
of the modified Bessel functionK1 @70#:

g~z!5
1

z
$12uzue2zK1~z!% (50)

Rudnicki and Roeloffs@72# derived expressions for the fu
stress and pore pressure fields for shear dislocations mo
steadily on both permeable and impermealbe planes. The
pression forg for the impermeable plane is

g~z!54zE
1

`

uSA u

u21
21D e22zudu2

1

z
~12e22z!

12e22z, z>0 (51a)

5
3

2uzu E0

` ~12e22uzuu2
!

~11u2!5/2 du, z,0 (51b)

These expressions are given in a different form, more c
venient for numerical evaluation, than those in@72#. ~Also,
note that the lower limit of the integral in the expression f
g(z), z,0, in Eq.~55! of @72# should be zero not unity!. The
functionsg are plotted for both the permeable and imperm
able faults in Fig. 10. Both functions slightly exceed uni
the drained value, for small positive values of the argum
~slightly ahead of the dislocation!. This effect will, however,
be overwhelmed by thex21 behavior in the full expression
for the shear stress ony50 ~49!. The graph ofg for the
shear dislocation on an impermeable plane appears to
identical with the result of@62# given in graphical form, for
the normal traction on the plane of an opening dislocat
moving steadily ony50. Thus, the relation between she
and opening dislocations on permeable and imperme
planes that applies for the instantaneous case may also a
for steady state motion.-
Fig. 7 Pore pressure~in nondimensional form! vs the non-
dimensional timeV2t/c for dislocations moving steadily on perme
able ~dashed! and impermeable~solid! planes
dis-
dis-Fig. 9 Contours of nondimensional pore pressure for a shear
location moving steadily on an impermeable plane
Fig. 8 Contours of nondimensional pore pressure for a shear
location moving steadily on a permeable plane
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4.3 Applications to fault processes

One application of the shear dislocation solutions just
scribed is to water well level changes induced by cre
events on faults in the Earth’s crust. Creep events are
events that move too slowly, typically in the range of 1 to
km/day, to excite seismic waves. Water wells can act as
sitive indicators of volumetric strain, responding to chang
of the order of 1028. Although local site conditions may
complicate the response, the response to earth tides~eg, @6#!
can be used to calibrate the well.

Rudnicki et al @60# found that the pore pressure distrib
tions due to simple dislocations, Eqs.~36! and ~41! were
sufficient to describe water level changes induced in a w
by creep on the San Andreas fault near Parkfield, Califor
Figure 11 schematically illustrates the position of the wa
well and two creepmeters. Because the distance of the
from the fault is known~460 m!, comparison of the observe
e
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water well level changes with the predicted pore press
changes were used to infer the magnitude of the slip and
distance northwest of the well that the slip stopped.~For this
well and the frequency of these observations, press
change is approximately equivalent to change in static h
of the water level!. The inset in Fig. 11 shows the pore pre
sure predicted from Eqs.~36! and~41!, divided by the values
at t50, against the nondimensional time 4ct/(460 m)2. Re-
sults are shown for two values of the angleu, 55° and 90°,
that Rudnickiet al @60# found bracketed the observation
The inferences for the magnitude and position of the s
were consistent with slip measured at the surface on cre
meters northwest and southeast of the well for three of
five events analyzed. Discrepancies in the remaining
events suggested that the surface slip measured by the c
meters differed significantly from that near the 240 m de
of the well.

Rudnicki and Hsu@59# used two dislocations of opposit
sign separated by a distance 2L to model a finite length
slip zone and examined the pore pressure change induce
a ramp increase in time of the slip magnitude~Fig. 12!. They
used these solutions to interpret water well level chan
due to creep events near the Garlock Fault~California! ob-
served by@58#. Their solution including coupled deforma
tion diffusion describes the observed water-well lev
changes as well as that of@58# who neglect these effects bu
use a more complex spatial distribution of propagating s
The magnitude of the slip inferred by@59# is not well con-
strained by the data but includes the 0.5 to 1.0 cm ra
inferred by@58#.

Roeloffs and Rudnicki@43# use Eq.~46! and superposition
of this result for an exponential distribution of slip to exam
ine coupled deformation diffusion effects on water lev
changes. They compare a model of a water level cha
observed by@74# based on~46! with a purely elastic mode
by @75#. Agreement with the observations is similar for th
er-
Fig. 10 The functionsg ~49! for the shear stress ony50 for a
shear dislocation moving steadily on a permeable and an im
eable plane
f
rs
li-
re

e

Fig. 11 Schematic illustration of the position o
the Middle Mountain water well and creepmete
near the San Andreas fault near Parkfield, Ca
fornia. The inset shows the predicted pressu
changes~divided by the instantaneous chang!
against 4ct/(460 m)2.
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two models, but uncertainties in parameters prevent a d
nite conclusion about whether coupled deformation diffus
effects are significant in this particular case.

Rudnicki @36# summarizes the pore pressure solutions
moving and stationary shear dislocations and uses supe
sition to calculate the pore pressure changes for non-stea
moving shear dislocations on a permeable fault. In particu
he presents numerical results for dislocations that start f
rest, move at a constant speed and stop, compares the
the instantaneous and steadily moving solutions, and ide
fies ranges of parameters where the simpler solutions suf
Although these more elaborate solutions are likely be
representations of actual slip events, observations are
dom sufficiently dense to distinguish details of the differe
solutions.

All the solutions discussed here are 2D~plane strain!. To
date observations of water well level changes have not b
sufficient to constrain adequately the shape of slip zones
3D solutions. Rudnicki@36# has, however, noted that the in
stantaneous and steadily moving solutions can be interpr
as different limiting idealizations of 3D slip events. As illu
trated in Fig. 13a, a slip event of magnitudeD that is propa-
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gating vertically with a speedV may be observed at the sam
time at two points at the same depth as a ramp with rise t
D/V. On the other hand, as illustrated in Fig. 13b an event
that is propagating mainly parallel to the surface may
observed at two points at the same depth as steadily pr
gating with speedV.

In order to estimate the effect of flow to a free surfac
Rudnicki and Wu@76# have used the solution of the 1D ve
sion of Eq.~27!, without body forces but with a source term
Q(y,t)5Q0d(y2d)d(t), whered~ . . . ! is the Dirac delta
function. If syy is constant, then the solution for the po
pressure is

p~y,t !5
Q0

~k/c!r0

exp@2~y2d!2/4ct#

A4pct
. (52)

Adding an image source of strength2Q0 at y52d leaves
the surfacey50 free of pore pressure. Rudnicki and Wu@76#
used this solution to help interpret the effect of flow to a fr
surface in a 2D finite element solution for pore press
changes due to buried slip in a half space. Although
effect depends on the spatial distribution of the source, t
find, roughly, that the effect of the free surface is not sign
cant fort,0.5d2/4c andy.d. As an example, Fig. 14 com
pares the full-space~dashed lines! and half-space solutions a
depths 20%, 50%, and 75% of the distance from the f
surface to the source with the full space solution at the sa
distance from the source. Obviously, the effect of the f
surface occurs at later times for deeper positions. The fi
element solution reveals an additional effect: The volu
strains are larger near the free surface than they would b
a half space; consequently, the pore pressure changes
the free surface are initially greater than for the full space~at
the same distance from the slip zone! but the proximity of
the free surface causes the pore pressures to decay
rapidly.
ite
Fig. 12 Slip distribution created by two dislocations of oppos
sign atx56L and the ramp time function used by Rudnicki a
Hsu @59# to analyze pore pressure changes due to slip
d

a
d

Fig. 14 Pore pressure, divided byQ0c/Apdr0k, due to an instan-
taneous injection of fluid mass per unit areaQ0 at a depthd. Curves
compare the solution for the halfspace~solid! at three different
depths with the full space solution~dashed! at the same distance
from the source.
Fig. 13 Cartoon illustrating that the stationary dislocation with
ramp time function used by@59# and the steady-state solutions us
by @43# can be interpreted as limiting cases of 3D solutions
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Nur and Booker@65# suggested that the pore pressu
changes~36! could contribute to the occurrence of afte
shocks, which are smaller earthquakes following a lar
one. Booker@66# noted that since the stress drop~38! on the
slip plane decays with time, the total stress on the slip pl
increases. This provides a time-dependent mechanism fo
loading the fault and could also contribute to aftershoc
Applications of the shear dislocation solution to aftersho
processes are also discussed by@22# and@77#. Rudnicki @69#
discusses modifications of these results for the case
shear dislocation on an impermeable plane.

The application of the dislocation solutions discussed t
far has been purely kinematic; that is, the distribution a
evolution of slip is specified. Generally, in applications
fault mechanics the slip is unknown, evolves in response
far field loads, and the evolution depends on the relat
between the shear stress on the fault surface,t f l t , and the
relative displacement, that is, the slipd, and its past history
As outlined by@22#, superposition of dislocations in spac
and time and specification of the relation betweent f l t andd
leads to a nonlinear integral equation for the evolution of s
in response to increasing far field loads. Rudnicki@78# used
this approach to study the stabilization of slip on a fa
surface by coupled deformation-diffusion effects. He
sumed the shear stress depended only on the slip~not on its
velocity or past history! and that thet f l t versusd relation is
parabolic near peak. Furthermore, he idealized the sp
distribution of slip as a boxcar: dislocations of opposite s
a distance 2L apart~see Fig. 12!. Because thet f l t versusd
relation has a negative slope~as, for example, in Fig. 17b!,
an inertial instability is possible if shear stress on the fa
decreases more rapidly than the surrounding material
unload. For slow slip~relative to the time scale of diffusion!,
the material surrounding the fault behaves in more compl
drained fashion, but stabilization occurs because the
rounding material responds more stiffly as slip on the surf
accelerates. If, however, thet f l t versusd relation continues
to decrease, instability occurs in the limit as the surround
material approaches undrained response. Rudnicki@78# cal-
culates precursory times, defined as the difference betw
the time instability occurs and when it would have occurr
in the absence of coupled-deformation diffusion effects.
representative parameters, precursory times are short,
than a day or two. Koutsibelas@79# performs analagous ca
culations for an impermeable fault, a cubict f l t versusd re-
lation, and an elliptical distribution of slip. Precursory tim
ar
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are similar but shorter for the cubic distribution of slip tha
the parabolic. Precursory times slightly longer for the imp
meable fault and for the elliptical distribution of slip. Ric
and Rudnicki@48# calculated much longer precursory time
10 to a few hundred days, for the same mechanism base
a solution for a spherical inclusion in a poroelastic solid, b
modified to approximate narrow fault-like zones. Althoug
this mechanism may contribute to processes preceding s
earthquakes, rate and state dependent effects associated
the friction relation itself are thought to be more significa
~eg, @80#!.

5 STABILIZATION OF
SPREADING SHEAR CRACKS

Because rapid deformation of a poroelastic solid evokes
stiffer undrained response, rapid crack propagation requir
larger driving force than slow propagation. This stabilizin
effect has been examined in detail by@53# and applied to
spreading shear faults~Fig. 15a!. They solved the problem o
a semi-infinite crack propagating steadily at a speedV in a
porous elastic solid. A stress drop,t`2t f , representing the
difference between far field loads and a uniform friction
resistance was applied over a finite distancel behind the
crack-tip in order to simulate a finite length fracture~Fig.
15b). Rice and Simons@53# show that the shear stress ne
the crack-tip has a spatial distribution identical to that in
ordinary elastic solid@81# but the stress intensity factor i
given by

K5Knomh~Vl/c! (53)

where Knom5(t`2t f)(8l /p)1/2. The function h51 at V
50 and decreases monotonically to (12nu)/(12n) as V
→`. The energy released per unit area of crack advanceG is
related toK by

G5K2~12n!/2G (54)

If crack propagation is assumed to occur at a critical value
energy release rateGcrit , the substitution of~53! into ~54!
yields

Gnom/Gcrit5@h~Vl/c#22 (55)

whereGnom5Knom
2 (12n)/2G is the energy required to drive

the crack at a speedV in an ordinary elastic solid. Thus, Eq
~55! indicates the energy required to drive the crack in
poroelastic solid increases with speed and the ratio~55! ap-

Fig. 15 Idealizations of a propagating she
fault: a) Finite length fault loaded in the farfield
with a uniform shear stresst` and having a uni-
form resistive friction stresst f . b) Stress differ-
encet`2t f is applied a distancel behind the
edge of a semi-infinite fault in order to simulate
finite fault.
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proaches maximum of@(12n)/(12nu)#2 as V→`. The
square root of this factor is listed for various rock types
Table 1.

In the solution of@53#, the pore pressure vanishes iden
cally on the crack plane, and, as discussed for the disloca
solutions, this corresponds to a permeable shear fault. R
nicki and Koutsibelas@82# examine the analogous proble
for the impermeable plane. The results are similar but
ratioGnom/Gcrit rises more rapidly for the impermeable pla
than the permeable. Curves ofGnom/Gcrit againstVl/c are
shown in Figure 16 for both permeable~dashed! and imper-
meable ~solid! planes for several values of (12n)/(1
2nu), 1.14, 4/3, 3/2, and 5/3. The first two correspond to
entries ofrock andgougein Table 1; the last two are mor
representative of soils.

A limitation of these results is that the idealization of
singular stress at the crack edge is appropriate only if the
scale of actual inelastic processes near the edge is m
smaller than any characteristic length in the problem.
large speeds, the characteristic diffusion lengthc/V becomes
small and approaches zero asV→`. To overcome this limi-
tation, Rice and Simons@53# incorporate a cohesive zon
~Fig. 17! of higher frictional resistancetB.t f over a dis-
tancev, l behind the crack edge~where the relative slip
displacement falls to zero!. This is intended as an idealiza
tion of a more elaborate endzone model in which the sh
stress depends on the relative slip~or even slip-rate and his
tory!. The propagation criterion now becomes that the slip
the back edge of the cohesive zone equals a critical v
dcrit . The size of the cohesive zone should be determine
that the stress at the crack edge is finite, but Rice and Sim
@53# find that the variation ofv with dcrit is small, and,
because of the cost of the numerical calculations, they g
results for fixed values ofv/ l .

When the cohesive zone is included, the propagation
terion can still be phrased in the form~55!, but this ratio now
does not increase monotonically with speed. Instead, it r
to a value that approaches@(12n)/(12nu)#2 for small end-
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zone sizes, but then falls to a limiting value of (12n)/(1
2nu) asV→`. For the impermeable fault plane, Rudnic
and Koutsibelas@82# find thatGnom/Gcrit reaches a slightly
higher peak at a slightly lower value ofVl/c. For example,
for v/ l 51023, and (12n)/(12nu)54/3, the peak of
Gnom/Gcrit51.76 at aboutVl/c5102 for the impermeable
fault and 1.69 atVl/c5103 for the permeable. For both per
meable and impermeable planes, there is a finite rang
Vl/c in which the energy required to drive the crack i
creases with speed. The maximum value ofVl/c for stabili-
zation is about 103 to 104. Rice and Simons@53# note that for
speeds of typical creep events, 1 to 10 km/day,c51 m2/s
and l from 0.1 to 10 km,Vl/c ranges from 1 to 103. Thus,
the stabilizing effects of coupling between deformation a
diffusion provide a possible mechanism for the occurrence
creep events.

To first order, the frictional resistance on a shear fault
frictional surface is given by the Coulomb stress

tc5t f1 f s̄n , (56)

wheret f is the cohesion,f is a friction coefficient,s̄n is the
effective compressive stress on the surface. For slip on f
tional surfaces, experiments@83# and theory@84# indicate
that the appropriate form fors̄n is the difference between th
total compressive stress and the pore fluid pressure. Fo
shear crack on an impermeable plane, anti-symmetry
continuity of the normal stress and pore pressure require
both vanish and, hence, the Coulomb stress~56! reduces to
t f , assumed to be uniform. For the shear crack on an im
meable plane, the same considerations require the no
stress to be zero; the pore pressure is, however, non-z
though still anti-symmetric and, hence, has values equa
magnitude and opposite in sign as the plane is approac
from above or below. Although it might be thought that th
net effect of the equal and opposite pore pressures can
Rudnicki and Koutsibelas@82#, following a suggestion of
Rice ~personal communication, 1987!, argue that it is the

ableFig. 17 Sketch illustrating the cohesive zone modela) used by
@53# and the shear stressversusslip relationb)
Fig. 16 Curves ofGnom/Gcrit againstVl/c for four values of the
ratio (12n)/(12nu). For large values ofVl/c, Gnom/Gcrit ap-
proaches the square of this ratio. Dashed curves are for perme
and solid for impermeable.
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pore pressure increase that is relevant to propagation: the
plane idealizes an impermeable zone of small but fin
thickness and the discontinuity in pore pressure idealize
sharp gradient across the narrow zone; because the effe
compressive stress and, hence, the frictional resistance
creases with a pore pressure increase, the slip will ten
localize in the portion of the fault zone where the pore pr
sure increase is greatest. Based on this assumption, Rud
and Koutsibelas@82# calculate the destabilizing effect of th
pore pressure increase on propagation. For simplicity, t
obtain the distribution of pore pressure by superimposing
solution for the pore pressure due to a shear dislocation o
impermeable plane@72# and assume a distribution of slip i
the endzone given by the purely elastic solution. The res
ing pore pressure change increases from slightly ahead o
edge of the slip zone to a maximum near the back of
endzone, but the distribution narrows sharply with increas
Vl/c. Because the increase in pore pressure is destabiliz
Gnom/Gcrit is less than unity. But, because of the narrowi
of the pore pressure distribution,Gnom/Gcrit decreases with
Vl/c until values of about 101/2 and then increases slowly
Estimates for plausible parameters suggest that the pore
sure change can be a significant fraction, perhaps, 40 to 7
of the driving stress.

Rice and Simons@53# rationalize the result~53! by noting
that the vicinity of the propagating edge acts as a drai
inclusion in an undrained matrix. Simons@85# elaborates on
this interpretation by using matched asymptotic expansi
for a propagating shear crack in a poroelastic material.
finds that at high speeds of propagation the transition fr
an inner drained region to an outer undrained region occ
in boundary layers near the crack-tip and crack faces an
obtains closed-form expressions for the stresses and
pressure in these regions. Rudnicki@86# performs an analo-
gous boundary layer analysis for the shear crack on an
permeable plane. In contrast to the pore pressure solution
the shear crack on the permeable plane, which vanis
along all rays approaching the crack-tip, Rudnicki@86# finds
that the pore pressure approaches a constant value fo
impermeable plane if the crack-tip is approached fr
above. The value is equal in magnitude and opposite in s
if the crack tip is approached from below. Because the cra
tip pore pressure is bounded while the stresses become
gular as the square root of distance from the crack-tip,
near-tip region is effectively drained for the impermeab
crack as well as for the permeable even though the p
pressure change for the impermeable plane is non-zero
discontinuous.

In the problem considered by Rice and Simons@53#, the
entire crack plane, both ahead and behind the moving e
is considered permeable and, hence, the pore pressure is
everywhere ony50. Similarly, Rudnicki and Koutsibela
@82# enforce the condition]p/]y50 everywhere on the
crack plane. Alternatively, it might be argued that symme
and continuity of pore pressure requirep50 ahead of the
propagating crack but the crack faces are permeable, co
sponding top50, or impermeable, corresponding to the co
dition ]p/]y50, behind the crack edge. The latter proble
slip
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has been solved by Craster and Atkinson@87,88#. Interest-
ingly, the asymptotic behavior as the crack-tip is approac
is identical to that found in@85#.

Ruina @89# has solved the problem of a tensile cra
propagating in the porous elastic material and notes that
stabilizing effects may contribute to the retardation of h
draulic fractures. Ruina@89# enforces the condition,]p/]y
50, implied by symmetry and continuity of fluid mass flu
everywhere on the crack plane, but Atkinson and Cras
@90# consider the possibility that the crack faces are perm
able and, hence,p50 there. Atkinson and Craster@90# and
Craster and Atkinson@87,88,91# consider a number of othe
problems of stationary and steadily moving tensile and sh
cracks. A summary of their results is given in@92#. Cleary
@62# has used superposition of the solution of steadily m
ing shear and opening dislocations and fluid mass source
formulate integral equations for steadily moving fracture
He solves these equations numerically for several exam
and discusses applications of the results to tensile and s
fractures.

6 INCLUSION MODELS

Reservoirs, aquifers, fault zones and other inhomogene
have different material properties and/or pore pressure t
the surrounding material. If the inhomogeneity is not t
close to a free surface, it can be regarded as embedded
infinite linear elastic matrix. If, in addition, the shape of th
inhomogeneity can be approximated as ellipsoidal, then
results of@93# can be used to constrain the response of
inhomogeneity to far field stresses or strains or change
pore pressure or fluid mass. Eshelby@93# showed that the
boundary of an ellipsoidal inclusion in an infinite elastic m
trix subjected to far field stress or strain deforms in a man
consistent with uniform strain of the interior. Consequen
the stress and strain in the inhomogeneity,s i j , « i j , are re-
lated to the far field stress and strains i j

` , « i j
` by

SmnklCkli j $s i j 2s i j
`%5$Smnkl2dmkdnl%~«kl2«kl

` ! (57)

whereCkli j is the tensor of elastic compliances of the su
rounding material and theSmnkl are an array of factors given
in @93#. TheSmnkl depend only on the geometry of the inh
mogeneity and the Poisson’s ratio of the surrounding ma
rial. If the material is poroelastic, then either the drained
undrained compliances could be used in Eq.~57!, but the
relation does not apply if flow occurs. An analogous tim
dependent relation for a poroelastic solid, established o
for a spherical inclusion@94#, is discussed below.

6.1 Elastic surroundings

The relation~57! is independent of the properties of the i
homogeneity so long as they are uniform. For example, R
nicki @95# has used a nonlinear relation between the str
and strain in the inhomogeneity to study the stability of fau
ing in a rock mass with a weakened zone. In particular,
properties of the inclusion may be taken as poroelastic
used to examine the response of reservoirs or aquifer
alterations in fluid mass or pore pressure@96#. If these alter-
ations occur much more rapidly than any changes in far fi
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strain, then it is possible to take«mn
` 50. The stresses ca

then be eliminated from~57! using the ordinary elastic rela
tion for the exterior and the poroelastic relation for the
clusion. The result is

«mn1
1

3
Smnkk~k2g!e1gSmnkl«kl52

z

K`
pSmnkk (58)

wherek5K/K`21, g5G/G`21, ande5«kk is the inclu-
sion volume strain. Alternatively, the pore pressure could
eliminated in favor of the fluid mass or Eq.~58! could be
expressed in terms of the stresses. If the inhomogeneity w
completely unconstrained by the surroundings, then an a
ation of pressure would cause a volume strain obtained f
Eqs.~7! or ~8! with s i j 50. If the inhomogeneity is spherica
then the strain resulting from pore pressure change is
purely volumetric but its magnitude depends on the m
match of properties. In the limit of a vanishingly thin inho
mogeneity, equivalent to a thin, layered geometry, the st
is uniaxial, ie,«35«250, if the 1-axis is perpendicular to
the plane of the inhomogeneity. More generally, for axisy
metric inhomogeneities, the ratio of the strain in the direct
of the long axis to that in the direction of the short axis,R
5«3 /«1 can be obtained explicitly from~58!. Figure 18
plots this ratio as a function of the aspect ratioj<1 for
G/G`50.5, 1.0, and 2.0. In Fig. 18,n`50.2, but the depen
dence onn` is weak andR is independent of Poisson’s rati
of the inhomogeneity. As shown by the figure, the str
caused by pressure changes is uniaxial in the limitj→0, but
the approach to the limit depends on the ratio of sh
moduli and is slower if the inhomogeneity is stiffer than t
surroundings.

Because the stresses can be determined from the str
this analysis also makes it possible to determine whe
pressure changes cause the inhomogeneity stress sta
move toward or away from some failure condition. Consid
for definiteness, fluid withdrawal~so that the pore pressur
decreases! and a failure condition given by the Mohr
Coulomb condition with friction anglef. Then fluid with-
drawal will cause the stress state to move away from fail
if the following inequality is satisfied
id.
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2~12n!

~122n!
H 11

2n

12n
R

12R
J sinf

11sinf
(59)

~This relation is derived assuming that the stress chang
the direction of the short axis of the inhomogeneity is zero
good approximation for small aspect ratios; Rudnicki@96#
gives results without making this approximation!. Figure 19
shows the maximum values ofz satisfying~59! for values of
j from zero to 0.2 and three values ofG/G` : 0.5, 1.0, and
2.0. Results are plotted forn50.2 andf525°.

6.2 Poroelastic surroundings

As noted, the relation~57! does not apply if the materia
surrounding the inhomogeneity is poroelastic and flow o
curs. Riceet al @94# have established the corresponding r
lation for a spherical inhomogeneity in a poroelastic sol
They accomplish this by solving the problem of a spheric
cavity subjected to a traction derived from a purely dev
toric stress tensor at the cavity wallSi j ~Fig. 20!. They show

of

Fig. 19 Maximum values ofz for which pressure decreases cau
the stress state to move away from a Mohr-Coulomb failure w
slope tanf, with f525°; plot is forn50.2.

Fig. 20 Sketch of a spherical cavity in an infinite poroelastic sol
Cavity boundary is loaded by a traction derived from a unifor
deviatoric stress,Si j , Skk50. Cavity boundary is either permeabl
(p50) or impermeable (]p/]n50).
Fig. 18 Variation of strain state with aspect ratio and mismatch
shear modulus for pressure changes
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that the cavity wall deforms in a manner consistent w
uniform strain of the interior:

Gui5H~ t !Si j xj (60)

wherexi is position andH(t) is given by

H~ t !5
425nu

725nu
1h~ t !H 425n

725n
2

425nu

725nu
J . (61)

The functionh(t) varies from zero att50, undrained re-
sponse, to one ast→`, drained response, but depends
whether the cavity boundary is permeable or impermea
Rice et al @94# give and plot the result for the permeab
boundary but give only the Laplace transform of the res
for the impermeable boundary. The latter can, however,
inverted into an integral form convenient for numeric
evaluation by using the procedure described in the Appen
of @94#. Figure 21 plots the results for both the permea
and impermeable boundaries forl50.9 wherel5(12nu)
3(725n)/(12n)(725nu). ~Rice et al @94# note that the
practical range ofl is 7/9, for separately incompressible co
stituents, to 1.0!.

Superposition and~60! are used to derive a relation for th
deviatoric stress and strain components corresponding
~57!:

G$ei j 2ei j
`%5E

2`

t

H~ t2t8!$Ṡi j
`~ t8!2Ṡi j ~ t8!%dt8 (62)

where the dot denotes the time derivative.
Rice et al @94# derive corresponding results for applic

tion of normal traction and pore pressure at the cavity w
from solutions given by@22#. The result for the normal trac
tion leads to a relation for the volumetric components tha
identical to Eq.~57! when specialized to a spherical inhom
geneity, isotropic surroundings, and volumetric compone

4G$e~ t !2e`~ t !%5skk
` ~ t !2skk~ t !. (63)

If the inhomogeneity boundary is impermeable, then the p
pressure change inside is given by the undrained respons
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the boundary is permeable and it is assumed that there i
change in far field fluid mass content, then the fluid ma
change in the inhomogeneity is related to the pore pres
there and the far field value by

ṁ~ t !52
3r0k

a2 H @p~ t !2p`~ t !#

1E
2`

t a@ ṗ~ t8!2 ṗ`~ t8!#

@pc~ t2t8!#1/2 dt8J . (64)

In order for p to be identified with the pore pressure of th
inhomogeneity, the inhomogeneity must be much more p
meable than the surroundings so that any non-uniformitie
the pore pressure are equilibrated rapidly. This is likely to
a good approximation for the intended applications, aquife
reservoirs, and fault zones.

Rice and Rudnicki@48# have used these results to stu
the effects of coupling between deformation and diffusion
earthquake precursory phenomena. They find that this c
pling can transiently stabilize an inertial instability, corr
sponding to the occurrence of an earthquake, and give ris
period of self-driven, accelerating deformation. The durat
of this period is of the order of 15–240 days for a spheri
zone of radius 1 km but about an order of magnitude sho
for a flat elliptical zone. There are, however, a number
other effects that contribute to the processes prior to ea
quakes and distinguishing them is difficult. In addition, t
absence of reported precursors in well-instrumented a
suggests that such effects may be difficult to observe, if t
do occur.

7 INELASTIC EFFECTS

The discussion has focused primarily on poroelastic effe
any inelasticity has been confined to the plane of the
surface or fracture, although some results have include
nonlinear relation between the traction and relative displa
ment on the surface. Other inelastic effects can, however
coupled with fluid diffusion. In particular, many rocks an
granular materials dilate, or increase their pore volume, u
inelastic shearing. For granular materials, dilation resu
from rearrangement of grains into a less compact state
rocks, it results from microcracking due to local tens
stresses and to uplift in sliding over asperities on friction
surfaces. If dilation occurs more rapidly than fluid can flo
into the newly created void space, the pore pressure tend
decrease. Hence, the effective compressive stress for in
tic deformation ~difference between the total compressi
stress and pressure! increases. Because resistance to inela
deformation for most geomaterials is inhibited by increa
in effective stress, the response is stiffer and is said to
dilatantly hardened@25,97#.

Rice @25# conducted an insightful analysis of the stabili
of dilatant hardening for a layer subjected to a combinat
of simple shear and compression. He showed that homo
neous dilatant hardening becomes unstable when the co
tions for localization of deformation@98# are met in terms of
the underlying drained response. The response is unstab
the sense that infinitesimal spatial perturbations grow ex
rm
Fig. 21 Time dependence of the boundary shear strain for unif

shear stress applied to a spherical cavity
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nentially in time once conditions for localization are met
terms of the drained response. Rudnicki@99# has shown that
a similar result applies for arbitrary deformation states:
finitesimal spatial nonuniformities begin to grown expone
tially when the condition for localization is met in terms
the drained response. The growth rate does not necess
become unbounded, as it does for the layer, when the lo
ization condition is met in terms of the undrained respon
This difference is due to an absence of symmetry in
constitutive tensor that is typical of geological materials.

Because the analysis of@25# was limited to small pertur-
bations from homogeneous deformation, Rudnicki@100# ex-
amined the effects of dilatant hardening on the concentra
of deformation in an inelastically deforming rock mass co
taining an initially weakened layer of thicknessh and loaded
in the far field by a constant rate of shearġ` . For tectonic
applications and most laboratory experiments, the ra
ġ`h2/c, where c is a diffusivity, is small. In this case, a
nonlinear asymptotic analysis predicts that occurrence of
stability is delayed by dilatant hardening for a time given

tdelay}~ah2/c!2/3~G/ġ`!1/3D21/6 (65)

where G is the half-width of the peak of the stress stra
curve,D is the ratio of the difference in the peak stresses
the rock mass and the weakened layer toG times the elastic
shear modulus, anda is a nondimensional measure of th
strength of dilatant hardening. For a range of numerical v
ues, the delay times are very short: less than a few hours
tectonic strain rates and less than a few tens of second
typical laboratory strain rates.

Rudnicki’s analysis@100# was motivated, in part, by labo
ratory observations by@101# on the pore fluid stabilization o
failure in axisymmetric compression samples of Weste
granite. Martin@101# observed that for pore pressures in
reservoir connected to the sample that exceeded a cri
value, failure took place slowly, on the order of several hu
dred seconds, rather than abruptly. Because the delay t
~65! predicted by@100# were so much shorter than the se
eral hundred seconds observed by@101#, Rudnicki@100# con-
cluded that the observed stabilization could not be attribu
to dilatant hardening effects on shear localization. As an
ternative, Rudnicki and Chen@102# suggested that Martin’s
@101# samples had already localized and that the stabiliza
he observed was associated with dilatant uplift accompa
ing frictional slip. In the analysis of@102#, dilatant hardening
prevents the occurrence of instability if the reservoir~initial!
pore pressure is sufficiently high: if reductions of pore pr
sure caused by dilatant hardening exceed the initial p
pressure, rapid reduction of the fluid bulk modulus elim
nates the stabilizing effect. Results from this analysis@102#
agree well with the critical pressure observed by@101# and
are consistent with the trends of decreasing critical reser
pressure with increasing effective confining stress and
creasing applied strain rate. Furthermore, Vardoulakis~per-
sonal communication, 1994! has reported observations co
sistent with cavitation of pore fluid in the interior of dilatin
specimens.
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Rudnicki and Chen’s analysis@102# assumed that shea
stress on the fault or frictional surface evolved only with s
displacement and that dilatancy, or opening of the surfa
was related to this slip. Segall and Rice@103# analyzed a
fluid-infiltrated fault using a more elaborate friction model
which the shear stress depends on the rate of slip and
evolving state variable that reflects the past history of slid
@104–106#. They also include dilatancy and pore compacti
in a manner consistent with experiments of@107#. The lin-
earized stability analysis they perform shows that the criti
stiffness, below which instability occurs, deceases with
transition from drained to undrained conditions. For u
drained conditions and sufficient magnitude of dilatancy, s
is always stable for small perturbations. The result implie
limit to magnitude of the pore pressure for which undrain
conditons are stable. Simulations performed by@103# indi-
cate a variety of interesting behaviors, including the occ
rence of large aftershock-like events succeeding a major
event. Chambon and Rudnicki@108# have recently extended
the analysis of@103# to include normal stress variations typ
cal of axisymmetric compression tests or normal faults ne
free surface. Among the effects they find is that the criti
stiffness for linearized instability does not vary monoton
cally between drained and undrained conditions when n
mal stress variations are included.

Pietruszczak@109# has recently used a layer analysis sim
lar to that of@100# to consider plane strain deformation in th
limits of locally drained and locally undrained response.
finds that the results satisfactorily model experimental obs
vations of Han and Vardoulakis@110# on dense sand. Rud
nicki and Smith@111# and Garagash and Rudnicki@112# have
extended the formulation of@102# to include increases in
pore pressure due to frictional heating as a model for ea
quake instability at midcrustal depths.

Vardoulakis @113# has extended the linear perturbatio
analysis of @25# to consider compacting materials. Sinc
compaction tends to increase the pore pressure in undra
samples, the effective compressive stress decreases an
response is softened. Hence, conditions for shear localiza
may be met earlier for undrained response than for drai
response. Vardoulakis@113# showed that when the conditio
for localization is met in terms of the undrained response,
growth rate of infinitesimal spatial nonuniformities chang
from large negative to large positive values. This result
plies when the resistance to inelastic deformation increa
with an increase in effective compressive stress. But,
noted by@114#, for materials modelled by acap @115# on the
yield surface, the resistance to inelastic deformation
creases with an increase in effective compressive str
Rudnicki @99# points out that for a material of this type tha
compacts inelastically, the results for diffusive instability a
identical to those for the dilatant hardening material analy
by @25#, at least from the point of view of the linear pertu
bation analysis.

The experiments of@107,116# on simulated fault gouge
and of @117,118# on sands indicate both compaction and
lation. Consequently, the development of localized deform
tion can be affected by the relative rates and magnitude
compaction and dilation and the rate at which fluid mass
exchanged between local non-uniformities and adjacent
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terial. Rudnicki @119# and Rudnickiet al @120# have sug-
gested this as an explanation for evanescent shear band
served using stereophotogrammetry by@117,118# in biaxial
compression of sand. The preliminary analyses of@119,120#
suggest that relatively small variations in the porosity
sponse can strongly alter the undrained behavior and, po
bly, the development of shear localization.

8 CONCLUDING DISCUSSION

This paper has discussed a variety of effects of coup
between deformation and fluid diffusion on slip and fractu
in the Earth’s crust and on the failure of geomaterials. B
laboratory andin situ observations and estimates based
plausible values of material parameters suggest that t
effects can be significant. Uncertainties arise, however,
cause material and transport properties are often not
constrained and because adequate coverage is difficu
achieve in field observations. Although the formulation a
solution methods of poroelasticity are well-established,
plications are often hindered by uncertainty about the sign
cance of inelastic effects and the incompleteness of t
characterization.
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